BEVERAGE
SPECIALISTS
WE OFFER

BEVERAGE
BREWING, BLENDING, PACKING
Combining skill, experience and facilities we are
contracted manufactures & packers of a wide range
of still and sparkling beverages.

CAN & RAW MATERIAL SUPPLY
We are suppliers of can, labelling, final packaging &
pasteurisation.

STORAGE & FULFILMENT
An efficient, all-in-one operation which with cost
savings in storing and fulfilment

A COMPLETE SERVICE
BPS are leading experts in beverage brewing,
blending and can-packing specialising in low to mid
volume production. In a developing industry, quite
simply offer the widest experience, delivering
quality in a timely manner.

Quality, flexibility and

consistency in premium

drinks manufacturing

ZERO CO2
PRODUCTION
FOOTPRINT

WATER QUALITY
We're based on the Malvern Water aquifer and
therefore produce our drinks with premium quality,
locally sourced spring water

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
The energy produced on site is from a sustainable
source reducing our CO2 foot print. Combine this
with the offer of production without plastics and
we'll support your environmental concerns

LOCATION

Centrally & newly located

with excellence in equipment

Based in Herefordshire, UK, we're centrally located
and within 10 miles of the motorway network
making distribution favourable.

and testing assessment

STORAGE & FULFILMENT
An efficient, all-in-one operation which with cost
savings in storing and fulfilment

DELIVERING QUALITY,
CONSTANTLY

IN-HOUSE LABORATORY
Our modern and well equipped laboratory proves the
reassurance that drinks are made to your
specification. Thorough and wider ranging quality
checks throughout our process ensure all products
are perfectly packed

EXPEREINCE
We know the value experience has in packing
premium quality beverages. We truly have a team
with the widest experience obtained over 8 years in
the industry.

EXTERNAL AUDIT
QUALITY FIRST
Through a customer interactive, on-line platform we
ensure that the customer is provided with full
production details. Our audit, traceability and
testing process is available live for the ultimate
customer assurance. From labelling, date coding,
beverage consistency, seaming and micro, we're
deliving constantly the best results

SALSA & Soil Association

Accreditation

For complete confidence our processes, testing and
valuation are also tested externally. We work with
two independent laboratories to ensure that our
products meet your expectations

IN-LINE LABELLING

APPLICATION
Our in-line application process is prior to filling
which enables us to deliver perfect results. In doing
so, we also significantly reduce waste of product.

WORKING TOGETHER
We work closely with designers so that they can get
the most out of the innovative techniques we have
available to make the most of your branding.

DIGITAL PRINTING
Its not all about the

PRINTED, SHRINK
beverage. We know how

SLEEVE OR PSL
important quality is when

In order to cater for a wide range of customers, we
offer a range of branding solutions. Whilst printed
cans have a 150,000 MOQ, labelled cans have no
MOQ without any loss of quality

concerning the look of your

cans

Our labels are digitally printed. This permits
samples and bespoke labels for specific cans.
Useful for corporate designs, events, occasions,
sports clubs and marketing.

BEVERAGE BLENDING

PREMIUM EQUIPMENT
Whether dealing at the R&D scale or larger
production volumes we use modern and precise
(weight) blending equipment. This is designed for
precision and constancy on all specified
characteristics.

WIDE RANGE
We have experience in blending a wide range of
products from cold brew coffee, protein drinks,
flavoured water to name but a very few.

BLENDING
Producing between 800 and 25,000 litre production
volumes per day, we blend a wide range of
products.
Our technicians are some of the best in the UK and
have a wide range of experience. At a time when
innovation in beverage production is so important,
we provide you complete confidence

IN-HOUSE LAB
Precision, consistency

through experience and

premium facilities

Our on-site laboratory provides you the assurance
that each blend delivers consistency and
perfection.

BREWING

800 - 3500 LITRES
BPS have a modern brew-kit with 25,000
conditioning capacity. We can assist with recipe
development or whether you are fully ready to go

PACKING
Packing in cans, bottles, kegs or cask

LOW ABV
BEER, CIDER & LAGER
In combination of our can-pack and beverage
blending, we own a 35 barrel brewery where we
produce a range of fermented beverages. Combined
with can-pack and pasteurisation, we're able to
offer a wide range of beverages.

Beer, lager, cider,Low ABV,

cold brew coffee, fermented

soft drinks ....

By combining our ability with other beverages
means we are able to maximise our brewery
fermented products. Our tunnel pasteurisation and
filtration ability allows us to produce a wide range
of shelf stable, low ABV products.

FLEXIBILITY IN CANPACKING

LOW MOQ
Our ability across all can sizes ranges from just a
few sample cans to 50,000 per batch

STILL / SPARKING
Offering still, sparking and nitro.

COUNTER-PRESSURE
CAN PACKAGING
Packing all can sizes with a

From 1 to 50,000 units per batch, we offer the most
flexible contracted can packaging in the UK. Our
involvement in can packing at lower volumes is
unequivocally the most experienced.

4-week lead time

With in-line carbonation and counter pressure filling
we have low tolerance on volumes (reduces waste),
perfect & higher CO2 volumes

FINAL PACKING
OPTIONS

12 & 24 CAN CASES
Our standard format of packing is in 12 or 24 can
Shrink wrapped trays or cases.

FLEXIBILITY
Packing in cans, bottles, kegs or cask

BESPOKE PACKAGING
We use a wide range of packaging formats from
card collators, gift boxes, presentation packaging
and we are willing to explore other formats

FINAL PACK
Our end of line packaging is purposely semi
automated, In addition to giving the 3rd and final
quality checking post, it allows us to deliver a wide
range of final packaging options. Have a chat with
us and lets come up with something different

Final packaging is as

important as the first !

STORAGE

STORAGE
Ambient, chilled or frozen storage

PICK-N-PACK
Offering packing of multi-SKU's across a range of
final packaging formats

FULFIMENT
Whether we're distributing a single can or multipallets we can assist. We deliver this service for a
number of our customers and therefore provide
attractive commercial rates

TAKING CARE OF
Storage, Fulfiment and

EVERYTHING
distribution

To obtain complete efficiency and cost savings for
our customers, we offer storage of raw materials
and finsihed product. We truly are a one-stop-shop

NEW PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

BLENDING TECHNICIAN
With your brief, we'll explore methodologies and
recipes to create that perfect new beverage.

LOW VOLUME BRANDING
By combining our packaging experience, we are able
to offer fully branded, new drinks in volumes of just
a handful of cans

FLAVOUR
NPD
Developing your idea into

Work with us to take your concept into reality. We
work closely with our customers to develop new
products and are as excited as you are to push
boundaries in beverage production to get that
unique brand

something tasteable !

We work with the most reputable flavour houses to
ensure that our customers have the widest source
of quality ingredients.

WHITE LABEL
PRODUCTS

BEER, LAGER & CIDER
Offering award winning 8 core beers, 2 lagers & 4
ciders as standard options

ALCOHOL MIXES
We offer a range of white labeled alcohol mixed
alcoholic mixes

WATER & OTHER BEVERAGES
Pure still and sparking water and a range of other
non alcoholic drinks

OFFERING A WIDE
Branded, Premium quality

RANGE OF PREMIUM
drinks with low MOQ

WHITE LABEL
BEVERAGES

B2C E-COMMERCE
PLATFORM

FREE LISTING
With your authoirty, we will list and market your
product free of charge on our e commerce platform

MARETING
We're keen to tell our customers whats new and
innovative. With dedicated social media staff, we'll
gladly promote your product

YOUR ADDITIONAL INCOME
STREAM
Provide us with your commercials and we'll gladly
purchase stock from you once production is
completed.

FREE LISTINGS
We offer an emerging concept which allows us to
list our customers products and get them to the
customer within 24 hrs of production. With a
shortened supply chain, delivering fresh and wide
ranging number of products, the CraftCan.Directory
allows consumers to purchase your product direct
from our factory.

From the line to the customer

in 24 hrs

www.CraftCan.Directory

COMMERCIALS

CONTACT US

ADDRESS
Can Pack : BPS, Rosemaund, Hereford HR1 3PG
Brewery : 22c Beech Business Pk, Tillington,
Hereford, HR1 9QJ

TELEPHONE / EMAIL
01432 355 318
info@BeveragePackSupply.com
www.BeveragePackSupply.com
www.Wobblybrewing.co
www.CraftCan.Directory

VIST
We welcome our customers on site before during or
after production.

COMMUNICATION
We know how important communication is with our
customers. Paul, Helena and Katie will ensure that
you have the best advise and are kept up-to-date
with your order.

